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food; whilst the amount of increase in weigit was exactly the sane in the two
eascs. In fact, the results are so nearly absolutely identical that the difference
cannot, perhaps, be fafily attributed to any intrinsie difference in the character
of the food. But it is, at any rate, clear that nothing was gained by adding to
the barley meal and bran one-fifth of its weight of food costing about five times
as nuch money.

It is recommrnended tiat these foods b used i. comparatively smtîall proportion
to the total food consumed ; the aninals thus having mainly to rely on ordinary
food, the comparatively innutritious niatters of which, such as bran, straw, &c.,
are thereby rendered palatable and nutritious. Mr. Lawes however, contends
that no evidence lias been brought forward to show that these nianufactured
foods will so stimulate digestion as either to extract more of its already existing
nutritious matters, or to render the woody fibre of the coarse foods mnentioned
more directly serviceable to the nourishment of the animais. Ail kinds of live
stock, especially sueit as are in a growing or fattening state, require, in their
daily food, a given amount of digestible constituents; sueli as starch, sugar,
pectine, gui, oil, nitrogenous compounds, &c., ail of which they must obtain
from their food. No condiment or highly concentrated preparations, by acting
as a stinmulant, can adequately supply the waste and wants of the body, caused
by respiration and perspiration, the loss by urine and foces; the gain therefore
in weight of fat, flesh, bone, &c., must ail comie fromn constituents actually con-
tained in the food.

1fr. Lawes refers to some very elaborate experiments which lie uade on the
feeding of animals at Rothansted several ycars ago,-the results of which were
published in the agricultural and seientific journals of the day,--when it was
eiearly ascertained that the ordinary foods, when in proper admixture with one
another, supplied the several constituents far more economically, than mixtures
in whieh soue of the constituents, (starcli, sugar or oil, for instance) were ui-
ployed in a comparatively pure state. So that unless cheaper sources of food.
can be discovered than exist in hay and grain, &c., we cannot hope effectually
and economically to replace the latter by any stecial manufactured foods for-
stock. It has been urged by the venders of concentrated foods that, as plants
are rapidly pushed on by special, stimulating manures, so eau the growth of-
animais by the prepared foods in question. But the analogy between plants and
animals in this respect does not hold good. The supply of waste and increase
of bulk in animais, it has been shown, are effected by the suppiy of mateis,
eontained in the ordinary food supplied thein ; whereis tho géater 'uÜt o1
matter contained in the plant is not derived fromu nuy special, concentrated,
stimulating manure that may be applied, but essentially consists fron materials
derivred from the atmesphere,,and such as naturally belong to the soil, and are
therefore dependent oaly in a subordinate degree on the will or skill of man.

Mr. Lawes further observes, that the virtues which such preparations do
really possess over aud above those which could be secured at one-fourth or one-
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